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About This Game

Night Fallen is a first person action game with stealth and RPG mechanics set in a small remote area of the United Kingdom
where a horde of other worldly have taken hold.

In a remote part of the United Kingdom, police officer James Jenkins received reports of disturbances in the nearing abandoned
forest. Upon entering, he finds a plague of other worldly beings that have started to re-produce at an alarming rate. He is now

trapped in the forest with these sinister beings, with the goal of destroying them before they overrun the World.

Creepy Open World Forest
RPG Style Levelling-Up Mechanics

Stealth Mechanics
Intense AI

Horror Action Game
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Title: NIGHT FALLEN
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Nicolas Bing
Publisher:
Deceptive Games
Release Date: 25 Oct, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 64-bits

Processor: Intel i7 4790k

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 680 or AMD equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: Compatible Sound Card

English
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PRICE / QUALITY

☐"IT'S A TRAP!"(Admiral Ackbar)
☑ "That'll do, pig. That'll do."(James Cromwell)
☐ "SHUT UP AND TAKE MY MONEY!"(Philip J. Fry)

PC REQUIREMENTS

☑Minimum
☐Medium
☐High
☐ Extreme

GRAPHICS

☐Cheap
☑Acceptable
☐Masterpiece

GAME TIME (hours)

☐ 0>2
☑ 2>5
☐ 5>15
☐ 15>30
☐ 30>50
☐ 50>75
☐ 75>100
☐ 100>?

STORY

☐ None
☐Bad
☑Good
☐Amazing

DIFFICULTY

☐Simple
☐Easy to learn, hard to master
☑Hard
☐Blackhole (FiolaSoft Studio)
☐Impossible

BUGS

☐Game itself is one big BUG
☐Bugs destroying the game
☐Bugs
☑Few little bugs
☐Perfect. This DLC actually improves the base game despite introducing some useless items (and some very useful ones) and
that's exactly what DLC is supposed to do: charge you more money for stuff that should have been there in the first place.. I like
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the concept........execution not so much
audio ques really really mess up your pace when you hear the german commander shouting about pioneers and youve got a rifle
unit in your hands. I want to recommend this, I really do. I really loved the idea of this. The sneak\/hack genre is wonderful. My
problem is that I have completed the game in 48 minutes. That includes some interruptions as well. There is simply not enough
content here to justify a game. At the end, I wondered if I was just playing the demo.. Lots of fun, once you get to know AI gets
a little easy.

Would be awesome if Multiplayer was added!!!

I also drank at least two too many while playing. <hiccup>. Definitely, interesting concept... Its a good buy for a sport fan,
especially now, when its on sale. You will need a controller, its possible to play with the keyboard (and win), but controller
would give that much more better experience. There is a rules learning curve if you don't know Handball rules, but even thought
its a lot of fun. I would recommend this to players who enjoy sport games, but probably not to the regular gamers.
The only thing that is missing in my opinion is commentators, I am really used to hear Martin Tyler and Alan Smith (FIFA). So
many bugs and issues, many detailed by other reviewers, another if only DTG release.
The dreaded red light at Newport got me too, plus scenarios where you stop at a platform, open the doors and the red timer bar
doesn't show, the doors close you set off, instantly game ended you failed to stop at the station,
It seems as if this particular quirk also affects the North London as well.
I won't hold my breath waiting for a fix, as it's obvious from the state this thing was when released that DTG don't give a
monkey's.

Buying a DTG route is a bit like waiting for a bus, then the one you are waiting for comes along its destination clearly marked,
you get on the bus ask the driver as to the destination just to be sure, the bus sets off only to go in a completely wrong direction,
you approach the driver and ask him why?. He just looks at you and says, "I lied".
a pic from the HUD showing arrival as being nigh on four hours late outside of Newport
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/profiles\/76561198055984802\/recommended\/376940\/. I assumed it was simplistic and linear
as a sort of tutorial. I kept waiting for the actual puzzles to begin... then the game ended. The closest thing to a challange is
guessing which of two options is correct, and which simply forces you to restart the level.
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Axis Game Factory is an awesome program for anyone who wants to start making games fast! Axis Game Factory has awesome
customer service and I have no clue why this program is rated mostly negative. This program is under-rated and you can
accomplish so many things in this unique program.

I give this program a 10\/10 because it is extremely easy to use, user friendly, and just drop dead amazing. I have no complaints
so far.

Good stuff @Axis Game Factory. If you like Droplitz but don't like the speed, you might want to give this a go.. The controls
for this game, whether contoller or keyboard, are horrible.. Dang it this game is very challenging the more you progress. If you
hate DarkSouls, leave this game.. If this game is not being purchased for it's nostalgia, do not buy it. It doesn't hold up and is
incredibly cumbersome to play by today's standards. Honestly I don't know how this game could have done well back then
either.. A visually-pleasing walking simulator of the grandiose kind. Toss in some existentialism, basic puzzles, impressive
angelic music of the kindergarten kind, and a sad ending of the ego-stroking kind, and you have Pneuma: Breath of Life.

All in all, it's like a royally pretty epitaph of a walking simulator that creates a grandstanding feeling of an experience.

Jesus said to him, “Let the dead bury their own dead, but you go and proclaim the kingdom of God.”

. If you value you're personal space this game is not food you. Otherwise have fun!. Confused. Purchased this and now it says I
need to log in to use it. That being said, I can't log in because the login times out after 0 milliseconds (the games words, not
mine). What can I do?. A simple yet engaging dynasty simulator, aka Royal Breeding Programme Simulator.. TL;DR: Great
game! The story is interesting, characters are nicely designed and the sound track is awesome. See at the end of Linux technical
details.

I love this game! It has basically all i want in a tactical RPG: the story is interesting, combats are strategic, characters have deep
personalities and the OST is awesome. It starts like most of fantasy-based stories but as you advance in the game the plot get
more complex. Every character personality and background is very well written. Your characters and the relations between them
evolve a lot during the game. Just that would make a good story but there is more. Most of the story is told by level design which
is very nice! It make the games very immersive. I enjoyed walking though these very detailed levels, looking for abandoned
notes, subtle clues of what happened. The story is told in progressive way: each level unreveal a part of what happened.

The combat system is also very nice. These are real time battles with the ability to pause (or to slow down) for strategic
planning. You can even go fast forward which is useful when you know you're gonna win but don't want to wait. One things i
love about the perk system is you can always redistribute you points as you like. You have to choose the right characters to
include in each battle and for each of them, choose the right perks what you bring you victory. Fight a boos does not require the
same perks as fighting a massive group of weak enemies: you can "craft" your group and each character for every battle.

There is also a craft system in which you can forge item and enchant them. It is useful when you need stuff loots didn't give you
or when you need a specific set of items for strategic reasons. Craft lovers, don't get me wrong, this is not a crafting game! If
you play Tower of Time for crafting you gonna get massively disappointed. It is only there to let you have to stuff you need to
support your combat strategy.

On the technical side. I played mostly on Linux (Arch64+Mesa drivers). Performance were awesome even if my hardware is
pretty old. Unfortunately some combats make the game crash. That's only a handful of combats but that's frustrating.
Fortunately the games runs well on Proton (4.2.3 and 3.16.4) but with Proton it can not play cut scenes. But there is a trick: the
game is DRM-Free so you can have both versions installed!

1. Install the Linux version of game.
2. Copy it somewhere else.
3. In the game properties enable "Force compatibility layer" which will install the windows versions.
4. Play with Proton until there is a cutscene.
5. copy the windows saves into the Linux save folder.
6. Stop Steam
7. Run the Linux binary (if Steam is running, the windows version will start, so Steam has to be stopped first).
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